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wrists, as it makes it more convenient for the girls to roll them
up when working, also the arm hole needs to be left a little
larger. I an so pleased to get them, as nothing luoks better
than navy blue. The girls are delighted with the print one,
You just choose the most suitable colors, and I am going to
ask a favour of your band of workers. Could you be able to
make me twenty red sun-bonnets, either of turkey red, or like
the dresses you sent up ? My girls have only their heavy
winter hoods like the dresses you sent, and they are too hot.
I do not like hats on them, besides they are too expensive. I
was going to try and make some out of old print dresses, but I
have not time, and then they would not correspond with the
things you sent up. Would you kindly drop me a word saying
whether you will be able to make them or not, as the weather
is getting warm, so that in case you cannot we must try some-
where else. Mr. Tins is writing also, and intends sending you
one of our giri's capes down for a pattern. I must tell you
sincerely that the things you sent up are the nicest and best
made I have ever seen, with the exception of St. Peter's bale
from Toronto, last Christmas. You must have a well organized
sewing class, and have such good taste in style aid quality. I
would rather get three of your dresses than a dozen other
cheap ones. If you know of any other Branch that would like
to work for the Indians, you might show them a sample dress
like yours, and it would save a lot of lettr writing, as they are
perfect and any Mission would be gratefùl for them. Cheap
red handkerchiefs are also a most needful thing. Kindly
accept my sincere thanks, and remember me kindly to all your
members of the W.A."

The highest point within the capital of Uganda, Africa, is
the hill of Hanierimbe, and upon it the highest point is the
great native Church, Bishop Tucker's Cathedral. It has a
great straw-built dome, supported on some two or three hun-
dred pillars, somte uf which took one huidred men to drag
into position.
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